CUZZI S2445

Mobile Stand-up Computer Desk with pull-out keyboard tray and Mouse Tray

Description:
The S2445 is a sturdy mobile computer workstation for stand-up operation, conceived with practicality, ergonomics & clean design in
mind. The pull-out keyboard tray was designed in sync with the recessed monitor shelf to also hold a laptop computer, and is deep
enough to allow opening the laptop’s cover/screen beyond 90 degrees, to achieve the desired viewing angle, while working in standing
position with the laptop’s keyboard at an ergonomic height. It includes an ample mouse tray, which can be pulled-out to either side.
The middle shelf is ideal for a printer or other devices and has an end-board to prevent objects from falling. The bottom shelf has an
ample height to hold most CPUs. The cart’s narrow footprint (24 x 25”) allows to easily transported it through small doorways and
placed it very tight places. The 2” casters provide easy mobility. The front casters have locks.

Comfortable ergonomic standing operation

Desktop or Laptop use – Laptop at ergo keyboard height

Slidable Keyboard shelf

Dimensions (all measures in inches):
* Overall: 24 W x 25 D x 45 H
Shelf Dimensions:
* Monitor Shelf: 21.5 W x 13.5 D
* Keyboard shelf: 20.75 W x 13.5 D
* Mouse Tray: 11 W x 8.25 D
* Middle & Bottom Shelves: 21.5 W x 16 D
Heights:
* Monitor Shelf height: 45 (from floor to top of shelf)
* Keyboard shelf height: 41 (from floor to top of keyboard shelf)
* Middle Shelf Height: 24.75 (from floor to top of middle shelf)
Usable Shelf heights:
* Keyboard Shelf: 4 (height from keyboard shelf to bottom of monitor shelf)
* Middle shelf: 15.75 (height between middle shelf and bottom of keyboard shelf)
* Bottom Shelf: 19.75 (height between bottom shelf and middle shelf)
•Colors: Black boards with satin black frames. Other colors available upon request.
Materials:
• Boards made of MDF 18 mm
• Surface: 100% covered (top, edges & bottom ) with textured flex PVC vacuumed onto
the wood. Rounded edges & keyboard shelf corners. PVC wraps around edges
(preventing chip-off)
• Frames made of 0.75 mm. thick steel
• Frames are 1 x 1” square steel tube
• PVC : 0.7mm
• Powder coated paint
• Casters: 4 swiveling 2” diam. (49 mm.);
•Front casters with locks
• Bolts attach to insert nuts in all boards
Product Weight : 43 lbs.
Weight capacity (recommended load):
Overall load: 135 lbs.
Monitor, middle and bottom shelves: 35lbs. each
Keyboard tray: 30 lbs.

Stowe away laptop on slidable keyboard tray

Mouse tray for
left or right handed
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OPTION # 1

3” Commercial Grade
Rubber Casters for CUZZI S2445

 Soft Rubber absorbs imperfections of rough floors
 110 lbs. individual load capacity
 Easy rolling
 Threaded Stem M8 x 15mm.
 Pitch 1.25
 For use in industrial floors
 Resistant to chemicals

Front casters with Brake
Definitive samples with the exact stem for the S-2445
will be available before August 10.

Rear casters without Brake
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OPTION # 2
CUZZI D7220CS
Ergonomic Pole Mounted
Articulated LCD Monitor Arm
 Height Adjustable w/handle screw
 From 4.5” to 17” extension
 Quickly swivel the LCD to the front or to a side
 Save valuable desktop space
Tilt, rotate, swivel bracket
 Rotate the LCD arm 360 degrees around the pole
 Rotate the LCD bracket from landscape to portrait mode.
 Quick Clamp-on installation

D7220S totally extended, facing a side

The D7220S LCD desk stand allows vertical placement of a LCD monitor on a
desk without using a stand and without altering the surface. Simply clamp it onto
your surface. Easy to install and uninstall. Saves most of your usable desktop or
counter space. In addition, the cantilever ‘elbow’ arm has ample positioning
possibilities, allowing to position the monitor at virtually almost any angle or to
move the monitor to the left or right, or even face to the rear of the desk or
counter.
Easily push, pull or swing the monitor out of the way. Ideal for commercial use to
position the monitor to a side of the desk and allow facing the customer. The
easy clamp further facilitates re-positioning this LCD pole stand in seconds.
Features:
- Monitor travel: from 4.5" to 17" from the edge of the pole
- Monitor's height can easily be adjusted without requiring
tools, by using the height adjustment handle
- Monitor can tilt, swivel and rotate
- LCD bracket total swivel: 270 degrees
- LCD bracket total tilt: 220 degrees (only limited by the
size of the monitor)
- Includes cable management clips
- Ideal monitor weight: up to 23 lbs.
- Easy Torque adjustability for all motions

D7220S totally folded

Dimensions:
- Pole Height: 17 3/4"
- Pole Diameter: 1 3/8" (35 mm.)
- Clamp opens up to 3", attaching to
most counters & desks
- LCD Bracket plate is compatible
with VESA 75 & 100 mm standard
hole patterns

* Color: Silver
D7220S attached to the S2445 tabletop
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OPTION # 3

CUZZI D1360A
Ergonomic Pole Mounted
LCD Monitor Stand
 Height Adjustable w/handle screw
 Tilt, rotate, swivel bracket
 360 degree LCD Rotation
 Clamp-on
 Can also be attached to a wall

D1360A Pole-Mounted LCD Monitor Stand - Clamp on to your desktop
Clamp-on with Height Adjustable LCD VESA compliant Bracket
An ideal solution for mounting LCD monitors on any desk or counter in a few seconds, allowing the monitor to rotate 360
degrees. The D71360A LCD desk pole-stand allows a secure set-up of a LCD monitor on a desk via a clamp-on
installation. Ideal for setting up LCD monitors in POS (point of sale) applications: call centers, restaurant, schools,
classrooms, etc. Easy to install and uninstall. Saves most of your usable desktop or counter surface.
The LCD bracket has ample viewing angles. The height of the LCD bracket can be adjusted along the entire pole, only
limited by the size of the monitor, by adjusting the small handle behind the monitor. ideal for safely transporting a
computer workstation without risk of dropping the monitor.
•Features:
- Clamp on installation. Can also be affixed to a vertical surface.
- Monitor's height can be easily adjusted with the LCD bracket's lever (no tools required).
- Monitor can tilt, swivel and rotate (landscape or portrait), and can rotate 360 degrees around the pole.
- LCD bracket total swivel: 270 degrees, based on its own articulation; 360 degrees by turning the bracket around the pole.
- LCD bracket tilt: 90 degrees down w/o monitor; 110 up w/o monitor. Actual tilt determined by the size of the monitor used.
- Includes cable management clips
- Ideal monitor weight: up to 23 lbs.
- Easy Torque adjustability for all articulations, for smoother or stiffer adjustability.
* Color: Silver
•Dimensions:
- Pole Height: 17 3/4"
- Pole Diameter: 1 3/8" (35 mm.)
- Base: 4.25" W x 4" D
- Clamp: opens for up to 4" tabletops. Ideal tabletop free edge: 2" (minimum: 1"). If no free edge, can be screwed onto a side
or other vertical surface. Rear of clamp drops 4.5", and has 6 holes, to attach to a vertical surface, if preferred. Steel
thickness: 1/4".
- LCD Bracket: VESA compatible 75 & 100 mm ("VESA compliant")
- Distance from rear of monitor to pole: 4"
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